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Abstract
After many years of troubleshooting the transistor bank-driver regulator for the Booster Injection Kicker, we developed and tested a real time monitoring system. It consists of a simple floating circuit that can monitor, in real time, the status of the driver’s regulator power limit resistor and warn operators of changes in the value of the resistor. Our paper discusses the power supply and introduces the newly designed monitoring system.

INTRODUCTION
The booster injection kicker system consists of four magnets, each of which is energised by one pulsed power supply encompassing a capacitor bank and a transistor bank. Figure 1 is a diagram of the power supply, illustrating its operational principle.

REAL-TIME RESISTOR MONITOR
The real-time resistor monitor measures the 10-ohm resistance from pulse to pulse. Normally, resistance changes slowly. A setting resistor, installed in the circuit, detects when the measured resistance is higher than the setting resistance; then, the circuit sends out a status signal to PLC controller that, in turn, generates a warning signal to the machine’s pet page and warns the operator. The circuit is described as follows:

Monitor Resistor’s Bridge Circuit and Comparator Circuit
Figure 2 illustrates the layout of the resistor’s bridge circuit, comprising three 10 ohm resistors, a 12 ohm resistor, and two diodes. When a voltage pulse arrives at the resistor bridge, its centre connections, points A and B, transmit a different voltage to the voltage comparator. If the resistance in the monitor resistor is lower than 12 ohm, the comparator’s output maintains the needed high level. However, if the resistance in the resistor increases so that its value is higher than 12 ohm, the output of the comparator circuit output declines to a low level and drives the optical coupler to send out a signal.

Pulse Amplifier and Floating Power Supply
The 10-ohm resistor is located at the input side of the transistor bank driver; the resistor’s voltage potential
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changes continuously whilst the driver is operational. The monitor’s voltage pulse added to the bridge should be floating on the driver’s input side, as shown in figure 3. A DC/DC floating power supply, from TDK-Lambda Americas Inc., is used as the source of the pulse amplifier’s voltage. This is a CC E Series Ultra Compact single DC to DC converter power-supply. The isolation voltage is 500V AC. The output power is 1.5W. The input DC voltage is 12V, and the output voltage is 5VDC. An optically coupled isolation pulse-input unit isolates the amplifier’s input.

Trigger Delay and Resistor Error Signal Pickup
A 1mS width trigger pulse was added to the resistor bridge through an isolation circuit. As this is a real-time detecting circuit, the monitoring function should not operate during the power supply’s pulsing time. The pulse’s width and a delay-control circuit can postpone the trigger pulse by about 4mS. The resistor’s error-signal pickup incorporates a NAND circuit to pick up the resistor’s monitored error signal. A test pushbutton was installed for checking the monitor, while a reset switch is present to clear faults.

Output Circuit
The output circuit includes a remote and a local-status indicator. The latter shows the resistor’s status; a button switch allows us to test the monitor’s circuit. The remote indication will appear in the pet page via the power-supply PLC controller unit. Normally, it sends an error signal to the pet page to warn the operator. Both local- and remote-controls can reset the resistor’s monitor.

Figure 5 is a very detailed schematic of the monitor.

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION
All parts are installed in a 3U euro-card standard format PCB with a board size of 100mm×220mm. Because the booster injection kicker’s power supply has operated for more than 20 years, all control chassis are of the NIM style. We are planning to replace them with new euro-card standard chassis; therefore, the new PCB will adopt the euro card standard format. The assembled PCB temporarily is in a NIM chassis. Figure 6 is a PLC and control monitor chassis in a rack.

OPERATION
There are four pulse-power supplies for the booster injection kicker system, each installed with four resistor-monitor chasses. When the system is operating, the monitor’s status will be displayed on the machine’s pet control page. A warning informs operators if the resistance of the 10 ohm resistor is out of the monitoring range. We plan to replace the resistor by a new one soon.
CONCLUSION

Our real-time resistor-monitor circuit is proving to be a useful approach to monitoring some critical parts in the booster pulse’s power supply. This monitor has worked well throughout two years of accelerator operation. It has proved invaluable in saving us, much time that previously was lost in troubleshooting the operation of the booster machine. We will reinstall all four PCBs into Euro Card Standard Chasses when the power supply system is updated.
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